Reproducibility of ultrasonic fetal volume blood flow measurements.
The intraobserver reproducibility of ultrasonic volume blood flow measurements in the human fetus was evaluated in this study. A new approach, simultaneous measurement of the vessel diameter and the flow velocity with a pulsed-wave Doppler ultrasound synchronized with a real-time ultrasound phase-locked echo-tracking system, was used to estimate volume blood flow (VBF) in the fetal descending aorta. Measurements were performed in a longitudinal study on 20 normally grown fetuses. Intraobserver reproducibility of repeated estimations of mean blood flow velocities throughout gestation was very good, with high values of intraclass correlation coefficient (IntraCC 0.80-0.91) and low values of coefficient of variation (CV 4-11%). The IntraCC of repeated vessel diameter measurements throughout gestation was low (0.30-0.68), whereas the values of CV were acceptable (< 12%), with the exception of the period between 140 and 167 gestational days (CV > 12%). The lower reproducibility of vessel diameter measurement contributed directly to the relatively low reproducibility of VBF estimations overall (IntraCC 0.25-0.70; CV 17-28%), as these are calculated from a formula using both flow velocity and vessel diameter. Nevertheless, the synchronized approach gives absolute values of vessel diameter, flow velocity and VBF comparable with values reported in the human fetus previously. The new method provides, by taking the vessel wall pulsations into consideration and by measuring diameter and velocity simultaneously, a more complete information on fetal haemodynamics and fetal physiology.